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Category:Smart cardsQ: Is it correct that
while the VLAN is being configured, there
is no connectivity from inside/outside the
VLAN? A few days ago I was tasked with
configuring a Cisco 9400 router (this is a
very old router) and during the
configuration the internet access was
completely blocked. I added a default route
which basically configured all the local
internal and public IPs and I can ping all the
destinations inside the local network. I then
configured a VLAN 23 on the switch port
connected to a local computer and
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configured all the required sub-interfaces
for this VLAN (configured the VLAN ID,
MTU, IP range, IP address,...). Suddenly
the internet access was back and I could
ping the entire world. First of all, I was
wondering if this should have been the first
setting in the configuration, because if I had
to set the default route first, maybe the
VLAN was already configured and
therefore no IP traffic could go through it?
Second question, what could have caused
this to happen? I'm guessing a reboot? A:
You're correct, a router will take a little
while to respond to changes, so doing it in a
different order can cause the problems you
describe. This can happen if you connect
two devices at once, the connection can't
complete before the configuration is done,
or if you have an active connection on the
network and the router configs without
logging off. The present invention relates to
a tilt-up construction for a stack of roof
panels made from PVC and concrete. The
present invention relates to a tilt-up
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construction for a stack of roof panels made
from PVC and concrete. Tilt-up
constructions are used in the building
construction of portable buildings. One
known way of making such a tilt-up
construction is to make it from extruded
concrete and from extruded PVC. For
example, U.S. Pat. No. 6,145,
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м. Тип изменений: Изменения
принадлежат версии последней
изменений и версии всегда версий We are
committed to providing our customers with
the best quality products at the best price.
We stand behind the quality of our
products. For information on quality and
support, please visit our website at
www.usetech-gmbh.com, write us or e-mail
us.The UFC Fight Night 76 main card bout
between Eddie Alvarez and Justin Gaethje
was moved up a day from its scheduled
original date of Feb. 19 due to weather, the
promotion announced Monday. The two
lightweight heavyweights will now meet on
Feb. 18 in the main event of UFC on FOX
18 in Philadelphia. Alvarez (23-3) looked to
prove once again that he is one of the best
lightweights in the world on Saturday when
he scored a stunning first-round knockout
over Gaethje (20-0). The result was one of
the most memorable finishes of the year.
Alvarez claimed the UFC interim title with
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the win, which came just 19 days after UFC
on FOX 17 when he submitted Gunnar
Nelson to become champion. A win over
Gaethje would move him closer to a muchdesired shot at UFC lightweight champion
Rafael dos Anjos. Gaethje, meanwhile, gets
a shot at the title if he can win. He will need
to win a three-man tournament to get the
nod. Gaethje, at UFC 189, lost a razor-thin
decision to Benson Henderson. The new
bout order means that Dan Henderson and
Lyoto Machida will fight for the interim
middleweight championship in the co-main
event. UFC on FOX 18 takes place at the
Wells Fargo Center in Philadelphia. The
main card will air on FOX following
prelims on FS1 and UFC Fight Pass.
Alvarez vs. Gaethje – UFC on FOX 18
main card Eddie Alvarez (23-3) vs.
ba244e880a
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